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Allied forces report success
in first stage of ground war
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DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia
(AP) — American and allied
troops stormed Kuwait by land,
sea and air early Sunday and
wrestled pieces of the emirate
from Iraqi forces. By day’s end,
U.S. paratroopers were reported
holding outer edges o f Kuwait
City.
The huge Desert Storm offen
sive, striking along a 300-mile
front, also swept up into
southern Iraq in the largest
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Am erican-led invasion since
World War II.
A llie d c a s u a lt ie s w e re
“remarkably light,” and 5,500
Iraqi prisoners were taken by
late afternoon, said overall com
m an d er G en. H. N orm an
Schwarzkopf. He gave no figures
for U.S. dead and wounded.
Later Sunday afternoon, CNN
reported 11 U.S. troops dead.
Led by hundreds of tanks,
troops from 11 nations raced

across the desert battlefield, at
times under pounding rain.
Aircraft screamed in low, attack
ing through greasy black smoke
from 200 oilfield fires.
Some defenders tried to hold
their positions — “They’re fight
ing, they’re resisting,” said a
M a r in e
c o lo n e l
— but
Schwarzkopf hailed the first day
as a “dramatic success.” No infor
mation was available on Iraqi
See WAR, page 11

Professor held in SLO County Jail
■ Alberto Urista allegedly told superiors he needed time off to go to Mexico.
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A. Mortimer Naughton

Writer-----------------------------------Alberto Urista, a Cal Poly as
sociate professor of foreign lan
guages, is spending this quarter
in jail.
While serving his sentence,
the nationally-known poet is
being investigated by Cal Poly
Public Safety after allegedly
lying to his superiors.
The 43-year-old associate
professor told his department

Staff

“Walk for Peace” participants marched from the government
center to the Santa Rosa St./Highway 101 overpass.

Activists march for
Gulf War ‘cease fire’
By Karen Travis
Members o f Passion for
Peace, a nonviolent direct ac
tion group held a “Walk for
P eace” S aturday m orning
amidst honks and shouts from
passing motorists.
About 150 San Luis Obispo
residents took part in the walk,
which began at the County
G o v e r n m e n t C e n t e r in
downtown San Luis Obispo.
The march continued to Santa
Rosa Street and the Highway
101 overpass, where par
ticipants held sigpis reading
“Cease Pire” to attract drivers
speeding by.
Many people showed sup

port by honking or waving as
they drove past the group. “It is
gratifying to see how many
resp o n se s we g e t ,” said
Ellsworth Weaver, a radiation
protection teacher at Diablo
Canyon nuclear power plant
w h o to o k p a r t in th e
demonstration.
Ellsworth is also a Vietnam
veteran who has been a mem
ber o f Passion for Peace for ap
proximately two months. He
said he is simply tired of war
and death, and wants to speak
out.
“I have kept silent for 20
yea rs
s in c e
V i e t n a m ,”
See MARCH, page 12

Foer-footed
fliers...

dition, he was fined $2,370 and
put on probation. His jail term
was to l^gin on Dec. 27, but on
Nov. 13, he was pulled over
again.
At this time, Urista was ar
rested for driving without a
license. Also, a blood alcohol test
was administered and registered
.06, just high enough to violate
his probation.
These latest violations taken
See URISTA, page 12

Expert speaks on growth control
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head and dean that he needed
time off to care for a sick family
member. But instead o f going to
Mexico as his superiors expected,
Urista reported to County Jail on
Nov. 14 to begin a 180-day sen
tence for violating his probation.
Urista’s imprisonment stems
from a May 5, 1990 drunk driv
ing arrest. On Aug. 13 he was
sentenced to spend 180 days in
ja il and h is lice n se was
suspended for four years. In ad

■ UCI professor says
special interests help
spur rampant growth.
By Joe Tarica
Staff Writer

A statewide expert in growth
management, who spoke Friday
at Cal Poly, blamed developers
and the legislatures who help
them for rampant trends of
growth brewing in California.

I

The talk given by Peter
Navarro, professor o f public
policy at the UC Irvine, was
titled “ M anaging C alifornia
Growth in the 1990s.”
' '9Â

“The L.A. virus is moving in
on many California cities,”
Navarro said to open the hour,
before outlining the ways in
which developers manipulate
legislatures and the public to
pass their programs.
“The state legislature is, in
my view, a cesspool,” Navarro
said. “A cesspool o f special
See GROWTH, page 4
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Peter Navarro

In SPORTS MONDAY...

Today's w eather...

4-H members train
guide dogs for
airplane travel.

Playoff-bound men’s and women’s
basketball, tennis, track
and a close look at NBA star
Charles Barkley.

Morning clouds, clearing
to sunny in the afternoon.
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Highs: 60s-70s
Lows: 40s
southeast winds up to 15 mph
3 ft. seas, 5 ft. n.w. swells
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Poly student
needs support
This Monday, the City
Council will be deciding on the
appointment to the Planning
Commission. This position is
important in that it affects the
present and future of this city
and the people that live in it.
The commission deals with
zoning laws, as well as plann
ing for the future development
of the City of San Luis Obispo.
It is for the reason of being in
volved with creating this city’s
future that I submitted my
application for appointment to
the Planning Commission two
weeks ago.
The following Wednesday I
was called in for an interview
by the two liaisons to the
commission (Mayor Dunin and
Councilmember Penny Rappa).
They will make their recom
mendations to the council
tonight and the full council
may accept their recommenda
tions or reject them and
nomiate someone else. This is
why I need your help.
I am asking those of you
who know me and those of you
who do not to come down to
City Hall tonight to make a
statement. The statement say
ing that we as students sup
port our own and and are will
ing to take about 20 minutes of
our time to sit with one of our
people as he nervously awaits
the result of his application. I
don’t need anyone to say any
thing. 1 don’t need anyone to
make signs or banners or to
lobby council members inten
sively. All I would like to have

is some support from my
friends and associates at Cal
Poly who take the time to
stand by me. I cannot ask for
anything else.
Some of us remember the
election of two years ago when
candidates tried to break this
community up along pro and
anti-student lines. I believe it’s
time to have their actions
match their w ords. The
meeting is at City Hall on 990
Palm St. at 7 p.m. Please join
me. Thank you.
Tim othy Farrell
P olitical S cien ce

Students don’t
like to walk
In response to Kevyn Seggerman’s letter on Feb. 21 “Cal
Poly needs added parking,” it
is apparent that his problem
with the parking situation on
Cal Poly’s campus is the same
as it is with a very small
number of other students.
These students have basical
ly two problems. One, they
have poor time management
which is why they are late to
campus and why the close
parking spaces are full. That’s
their problem, not Cal Poly’s.
Two, these people’s idea of
too far to walk is from the
house to the yard to get the
newspaper.
It is clear that the problem
that these people have is not
with the parking, but with
themselves.
David L. N icholas
A gricultural E ducation
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U.S. government practices
inconsistent foreign policy
By Dave Gross
Last year, months before Iraq invaded
Kuwait, Congress was debating sanctions
against Saddam Hussein. Members of (ingress,
mostly Democrats but including members of
both parties who were outraged by Iraq’s
dismal human rights record and belligerent ac
tions, pushed bills or amendments to bills which
would restrict trade with Baghdad.
But while Congress worked to pass sanctions
against Iraq, the Bush Administration actively
opposed these sanctions. At the time this was
just another instance o f the United States giv
ing priority to economic concerns when making
decisions about foreign policy. But in light of
the subsequent invasion of Kuwait, some people
are starting to wonder what message the Bush
Administration was sending to Saddam.
The Bush Administration had long opposed
the comparatively hardline stance that Con
gress had been taking against Iraq. For in
stance, in late 1989, when Congress voted to bar
U.S. Export-Import Bank credits to Iraq, Bush
waited only until January o f 1990 to waive the
ban.
Saddam Hussein showed his gratitude by ex
ecuting a western journalist in March, the same
month his agents were caught trying to buy
nuclear weapons triggers in the United States
and parts for a huge projectile launcher in Great
Britain.
By April, Congress was again ready to slap
Baghdad with sanctions and again the Bush
Administration was opposed. One senior ad
ministration ofBcial was quoted as saying of
Saddam Hussein that “it is certainly better to
deal with him than not. He is more moderate
than he was in the past and there is a good
chance he will be more moderate in the future.”
To reassure Hussein that he had the Bush
Administration’s support, despite Congres
sional misgivings. Bush sent influential
Republican senators Arien Specter and Robert
Dole to deliver a condlatory message to the
Iraqi leader in the Iraqi city of Mosul.
Later that month, Assistant Secretary of
State John H. Kelly was dispatched to the
House of Representatives to speak against the
sanctions package being proposed there. Kelly
proposed “a trial period to see whether there’s a
potential for improvements in their behavior
and in our relationship.”
To give you some idea about “their behavior”
and “our relationship,” at about this time Sad
dam Hussein was busy bragging about his
chemical weapons arsenal, which he had already
used on the Kurds of Iraq and against Iran, and
he was publicly threatening to “bum half of
Israel” with them.
But by June 15, Kelly must still have been
hopeful, because he was back at it again, this
time testifying before a Senate committee that
sanctions against Iraq would interfere with the
United States’ “restraining influence on Iraqi
actions.”
Senator Alfonse D’Amato would have nothing
of this. Saddam, he said, is “butcher, a killer, a
bully — some day we’re going to have to stand
up to him. Why not now?” By this time, we
were already aware tliat Iraq was massing

troops on the Kuwaiti border and making
military threats against its neighbor. And right
about this time, our ambassador to Iraq, April
Glaspie, had her now-famous meeting with
Hussein in which she said “We have no opinion
on the Arab-Arab conflicts, like your border
disagreement with Kuwait. I was in the Ameri
can embassy in Kuwait during the late ’60s. The
instruction we had during this period was that
we should express no opinion oh this issue, and
that the issue is not associated with America.
James Baker has directed our official
spokesman to emphasize this instruction.*
Place this discussion in the context of the
Bush Administration’s championing of Iraq and
its easy forgiveness of Saddam Hussein’s
previous military adventures and human rights
atrocities, and you can see why Hussein pro
bably thought he could get away with an inva
sion, and that the Bush Administration would,
if not supjfwrt Hussein, at least look the other
way.
Now, after the invasion. Bush, the former op
ponent o f sanctions, now insists that sanctions
are not enough and the war is necessary' to drive
back the “Butcher of Baghdad.” He recites
Amnesty International reports as if he were a
champion of human rights — casually ignoring
the fact that the pre-invasion reports by
Amnesty International and other human rights
groups were equally graphic and horrible, or
that reports on U.S. allies such as Turkey and
Saudi Arabia also leave much to be desired.
Some people c(»npare Saddam Hussein to
Adolf Hitler and accuse those members o f Con
gress who were reluctant to go to war o f “ap
peasement.” When all is said and done,
however, and history lodes back on this preven
table war, it may be President George Bush who
will take the blame for appeasing this dictator
wi*h U.S. funds and with the nods and winks of
the State Department and the Ambassador of
Iraq.
liiere are lessons to be learned from these
mistakes. 'The first lesson, and the one most lost
on the Wdiite House, is that you cannot make a
New World Order by supporting brutal dic
tators like Noreiga and Hussein one day, and
then claim moral superiority to batter them
militarily the next.
This lesson apparently cannot save us this
time. We’re stuck in a war that could have been
avoided, and we should spend just a little more
time figuring out how to apply the lessons of
this war to avoid the next one.
We can start by being a little more careful
how we pick our friends. Right now we’re pum
ping money into El Salvador — another country
whose human rights record has been the subject
of grisly Amnesty International reports. Should
we be surprised if a few years down the road the
President declares that El Salvador is an
"outlaw nation” and that we should commit
troops to overthrow its government, like we did
in Panama?
Or what about a country like Syria, which was
ranked up there with Libya as a top terrorist
country only a few years ago, but now eiyoys
See COMMENTARY, page 4
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Iraqis sense isolation
as Gulf War escalates

Three firefighters die
in skyscraper inferno

Encinitas baby killed
when struck by train

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — For some Iraqis,
the launching o f the alUed ground offensive
heightened a feeling that they had been
betrayed by other Arabs and abandoned by
the rest o f the world.
Some expressed bitterness that Iraq was
again at war, emd some spoke of the need for
political change in Iraq. Still others said they
were confident Iraq would win the Gulf War.
“Where are the Arabs who said they sup
port Iraq?” asked one man, Abu Mohammad,
as he sold tea Sunday in Baghdad’s Shouijah
bazaar.
The market was as crowded as on any
other day, but many buyers and sellers lis
tened attentively to transistor radios for the
latest news from the front.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A high-rise in
ferno that burned for almost 19 hours was
brought under control Sunday after three
firefighters were killed and at least nine
floors o f a 38-stoiy skyscraper across from
City Hall were gutted.
The 12-alarm blaze raged from 8:30 p.m.
Saturday until 3 p.m., when it reached a
floor with autom atic sprinkers and
firefighters were able to direct a stream of
water into windows. Fire Commissioner
Roger M. Ulshafer said.
Hours earlier, fire crews stopped fighting
the blaze from inside the building after en
gineers warned the charred and soot-covered
high rise could collapse.

ENCINITAS, Calif. (AP) — A toddler who
wandered away from his home was struck
and killed Saturday by an Amtrak tram
about 15 minutes before his mother reported
him missing, authorities said.
The engineer spotted 18-month-old Geraldo Santiago about 500 yards ahead and tried
to stop the train with the emergency brake,
an Amtrak spokeswoman said.
Fire department officials responded to an
emergency call from the engineer, whose
name was not released, said sheriffs Sgt.
Roy Stamper. The boy’s mother, Guadalupe
Reynoso, reported him missing 15 minutes
later. Stamper said.

Prosecutors oppose
Peruvian towns are hit Jim Bakker’s reiease
with cholera epidemic
LIMA, Peru (AP) — A cholera epidemic
that has killed more than 130 people and in
fected 30,000 spread to new regions of the
Peruvian Andes, radio reports said Saturday.
First Lady Susana Fujimori, seeking to
bolster Peru’s sagging fisheries industry, told
reporters she was continuing to eat raw fish.
A Health Ministry spokesman told reporters
that such eating habits were “dangerous.”
Cholera, spread in feces-contaminated
water and food, affects the intestines, caus
ing diarrhea and severe fluid loss. It can be
fatal if not treated promptly.
The Health Ministry notes most sewage
from Peru’s coastal areas is dumped un
treated into the ocean.

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) — Federal
prosecutors oppose Jim Bakker’s release
from prison until the television evangelist
can get a new sentence for defrauding fol
lowers who bought partnerships in a Chris
tian theme park.
In a motion filed Friday in U.S. District
Court, prosecutors argued that Bakker,
whose 45-year prison term was thrown out
Feb. 12 by a federal appeals court, had failed
to demonstrate that he is not likely to jump
bail.
They also argued that the PTL television
ministry founder, imprisoned since shortly
after his conviction in October 1989, p>oses a
danger to the community of committing fur
ther fraud.

Stress control
can improve the
quality of life
For many people, stress
can be advantageous as it
pushes one to achieve the
best. Yet, for others, stress
can be a source of unhap
piness and sickness.
Experts say stress may be
the greatest single con
tributor to illness. Approxi
mately two-thirds o f the of
fice visits to family physi
cians are related to unrelieved
stress and its effects on the
mind and body.
Stress is an internal stimu
lation that results from a
mismatch between personal
expections and the likelihood
of achieving them in every
day life. There are, however,
ways to narrow the gap be
tween these expectations and
reality.
The only way to relieve
stress is to find a method to
release it in one’s daily
routine and attitude toward
life.
The following are sugges
tions for keeping stress under
control:
See HEALTH BEAT, page 4

Mexico agrees to aid
shooting investigation
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) — Mexico agreed
to give U.S. authorities evidence in the al
leged shooting of a Mexican teen-ager by a
U.S. Border Patrol agent, the teen’s attorney
says.
A Mexican official will deliver the
evidence to the FBI within a few days, said
attorney Irwin Zalkin.
Zalkin represents 15-year-old Eduardo
Garcia Zamores of Mexicali, Mexico, who
was shot last year after jumping over a bor
der fence in Calexico. Zalkin said Friday that
Garcia could suffer paralysis from bullet
fragments near his spinal cord.
The unidentified Border Patrol agent con
tended the boy was preparing to throw a
rock. Garda said he was not armed.

All-American Pizza Is Helping To
Balance Your Budget!!
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Expo ’91 comes to Poly
■ Career W eek ends with pre-career job fair for non-technical majors.
By

Anne McMahon

Sia}} Writer

An event that provides in
form a tion abou t sum m er
employment and other oppor
tunities for students specifically in non-technical majors.'
Coming to Cal Poly?
Expo ’91, a pre-career job
fair will do just that, Tuesday
in Chumash Auditorium. It will
mark the conclusion of Cal
Poly’s Career Week activities.
The event begins with an
open forum and job fair from
9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Representatives from more
than 70 companies and agen
cies are expected to attend, and
many will be scheduling inter
views for Tuesday afternoon,
Wednesday and future dates.
The job fair focuses on pre
career opportunities, including
internships, cooperative educa
tion, volunteer positions and
summer jobs.
It also focuses on possible
career employment in the
managed recreation and leisure
in d u s t r i e s , th e s e r v ic e
economy, applied arts and
sciences, and liberal arts.
Some recruiters are looking
for students interested in ac
tivities which may fulfill senior
project requirements or other
major requirements.
Information about paid and
unpaid positions in the San
Luis Obispo area, throughout

California and elsewhere will
be available at the Expo.
Several local companies and
agencies will have representa
tives present at this year’s
Expo.
The San Luis Obisjx) YMCA
will be scheduling interviews
for summer camp and aquatic
program {-ositions.
Y M C A Youth S e rv ice s
Program Director Jenni Duval
said, “There is so much to the Y
that students can work in any
field they want to.”
Duval said the YMCA is
looking to integrate students
majoring in liberal studies,
human development, recrea
tion and physical education
into the Y’s many programs.
She said the Y recently begun
an intership program.
Job applications and infor
mation about the Y’s programs
will be available at the Expo.
The San Luis Obispo Special
Olympics, which has enlisted
volunteers from Cal Poly for
years, will also be represented
at the job fair.
Special O lym pics co o r 
dinator Mary Ellen Gibson said
the non-profit agency depends
on “hundreds o f volunteer
hours” and that Cal Poly volun
teers “help us to survive."
Gibson said they need
volunteers on every level, from
bookkeeping to organizing en
tire events, and there are
portunities available for work

•CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
•CO-OPS
•INTERNSHIPS
•SUMMER JOBS
•VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES

study and senior projects.
Other local employers to
participate in Expo *91 include
city park and recreation
departments from Atascadero,
Morro Bay and Paso Robles,
San Simeon Region/Hearst
Castle, San Luis Obispo Coun
ty Land Conservancy, Port San
Luis Obispo Harbor District,
Hospice and Hotline.
There are opportunities
available in other areas at
dozens o f camps including
Camp Ronald McDonald, Camp
Concord, Camp Wayne for
Boys, River Way Ranch Camps,
Jameson Ranch Camp and
Roughing It Day Camp.
C a e sa r’ s Tahoe hum an
resources interviewer Karen
Grothe will be at the expo
scheduling interviews for sum
mer jobs at the Stateline, Nev.,
site in all four o f the companys
areas: gam ing, hotel, ad
ministration and food and
beverage.
Caesar’s Thhoe also has
cooperative education and in
ternship programs.
Expo ’91 is sponsored by
ASI, Student Community Ser
vices, Cooperative Education
and Placement Services, the
Liberal Arts Council and the
R ecreation A dm in istration
Program.
Anyone interested in more
job fair information can contact
Expo ’91 Chairperson Jeanne
Harris at 756-1591.

GROWTH
From page 1
interest groups,” which, more
often than not, is sympathetic
with developers rather than the
public.
With the help of the’ state
legislature and the smaller
governing bodies, Navarro said
developers face little trouble in
promoting big-money growth
trends.
When they employ other tech
niques as well, the developers,
whom Navarro called “the grow
th machine,” can become over
whelming.
One te ch n iq u e N a varro
described is the use of economic
studies in which developers only
provide one side of the story.
By showing the ways growth
management could be harmful,
while ignoring the benefits, they
are able to manipulate the
public.
“The forces out there are so
powerful, they’ll beat you on the
political level, theyHl infiltrate
the bureaucracy, and theyil pass
laws,” he said.
In order to combat “the
growth machine,” Navarro said
people need to be aware o f all the
issues. This includes being aware
o f all the advantages and disad
vantages o f each issue.
Accordingly, Navarro sug
gested a few methods to facilitate
healthy development based on
two simple steps.
First, he said, the people of an
area must decide what of their
land they do not want developed.
As examples, he pointed to

A P R E -CAREER JOB FAIR

Pick up the EXPO Bulletin in:
•Cooperative Education & Placement Services
•Student Community Services
•Recreation Administration
Caesar's Tahoe ResorVCasino
Harvey's Resort/Casirwj
SLO Rec Dept
Atascadero State Hosptital
Call America
K-mart
JC Penny
Kelly Temporary Services
Hearst Castle
Santa Cruz Seaside
Student Painters
Special Olympics
Camp Ronald McDonald
Sci Con
Wolf Mountain Camps
SLO County Land Conservancy
Rape Crisis Center
Cottontail Ranch
Camp Hammer
Camp Gruten

SLO County Environmental Lab
U S Forest Service-Plumas Natl Forest
Camp La Jolla
Douglas Ranch Camps
River Way Ranch Camps
Camp Canadensis
United Way
Girl Scouts Camps of California
Bearskin Meadow Camp
Rock Creek Pack Station
American Camping Asodation
Cal Poly Army ROTC
OKI Nursery
Port San Luis Harbor District
Camp Concord
Enterprise Leasing/Rent-a-Car
The Southwetem Company
SLO YMCA
Agricultural Commissioner
Peace Corps

Instead, Navarro said, the
public facilities, such as water,
sewer, education, fire and police
systems, should be developed
concurrently with housing and
corporate offices rather than
three, four or five years later.
“Development should do no
harm,” he said, suggesting this
method should insure that.
When commercial and public
growth are coordinated and
proceed together, the community
will be stable, and higher-skilled,
better-paying jobs will be created
as a result of the area’s diversity,
he said.
In achieving this ideal, Navar
ro emphasized that public aware
ness and participation was es
sential in the effort to provide
balance against the powers and
in flu e n c e o f the “ grow th
machine.”
Without the public’s influence,
Navarro stressed, that machine
can proceed virtually unchecked,
manipulating legislative bodies
as it pleases.
“TTie playing field isn’t level,”
Navarro said.
“And until people get in
volved, it won’t be level.”

COMMENTARY

Come to EXPO '91 Tuesday, February 26
at the Chumash Auditorium
from 9:30 - 1:30 pm.
Over 85 organizations will be there!

Some of the Employers represented are:

places such as steep slopes,
ecological areas and parklands.
With that done, they must
next decide how to grow in the
rest of the area, Navarro said.
It usually is at this stage that
developers and their opponents
clash over what course the region
should take, he said.
Navarro said developers take
off and build, expanding residen
tial and commercial areas before
the necessary public facility in
frastructure is in place.

1) Dress Appropriately to schedule
afternoon interviews.
2) Bring many copies of your resume.
3) Talk to ks many employers as you
wish. (No advance sign-ups required.)
4) Arrange interviews for the afternoon!

Finding the ideal work has never
been easier!
Sponsered By: ASI-Student Community Services
Cooperative Education
Liberal Arts Student Council
Recreational Administration Department

From page 2
U.S. support as one of the Desert
Storm allies? Should we suonort
Syria unconditionally, under the
doctrine “the enemy of our
enemy is our friend,” or should
we be a little more selective in
which countries deserve our
support?
Of course, there are those for
whom questions like these are
traitorious. Any foreign policy is
right, they say, if it is motivated
by some presidentially-defined
“national interest” or is carried
out by a duly-elected leader. And
besides, they would argue, once
we’re involved in a course of ac
tion, there is no reason to com
plain about it.
But for those of us who aren’t
afraid to dream about “a more
perfect union” where decisions
are made out of respect for consistant principles, it is time to
ask some painful questions about
what the goals of out nation’s
foreign policy are, and what they
should
Dave Gross
science senior.

is

a

c o m p u te r

HEALTH BEAT
From page 3
•Be flexible and expect change.
•Tackle the source of the stress.
•Pace yourself.
•Make big jobs manageable.
•Don’t fight the inevitable.
•Avoid unnecessary arguments.
•Make the most of free time.
•Realize personal limits.
•Take personal time out.
•Exercise and have fun.
•Eat well and get plenty of rest.
•Learn to say no.
•Plan for unforeseen activities.
Stress management can both
improve the quality of life and
can enrich the lives of others.

•t
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Poly loses 2 vital games,
still sneaks Into playoffs
Meredith Rehrman
stati Writer
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HA N S HESS/Mustang Daily

Junior guard Rill Archer (left) dishes to sophomore center Shawn Kirkoby
(52) for two of his eight points Saturday against Pomona.

The Cal Poly men’s basketball
team controlled its destiny going
into last weekend’s games. The
Mustangs could have;
• won the California Collegiate
Athletic Association conference
title and hosted the playoffs at
Mott Gym;
• won one of their weekend
games and entered the playoffs;
• or been out of competition
completely.
Despite disappK)inting backto-back weekend losses to UC
Riverside and Cal Poly Pomona,
the Mustangs managed to sneak
into the playoffs on a prayer.
It all came down to the final
weekend in CCAA play. It was
not until after the Mustangs’
loss Saturday, when word came
that Cal State Los Angeles lost
to UC Riverside, that Head
Coach Steve Reason realized
they were still alive and in the
playoffs.
“We set some tangible goals at
the beginning of the season to
get into the playoffs, and at one
point, it didn’t look as if those
foals were realistic,” he said.
“We may have set our sights
high, but we achieved it. We’ve
had our ups and downs but I’m
pleased with the way the pro
gram is progressing.”
Those ups and downs were ev
ident in Friday night’s 116-93
loss to UC Riverside. The
Highlanders entered the game
ranked 15th in the nation and
tied for first place in the CCAA
with Cal State Bakersfield. Cal
Poly’s hopes for revenge were

‘S\r’ Charles Barkley: loved by
the press, hated by opponents

By Michael Beigard
Staff Writer

Another Clipper game at the
Los Angeles Sports Arena is
over. Another loss.
The throng of sports writers is
gathered around the visitors’
dressing room. They all wait for
their opportunity to talk to “Sir"
Charles Barkley, the Philadel
phia 76ers’ all-everything for
ward.
Wearing nothing but a towel,
his birthday sudt and his usual
devious grin, Charles Barkley is
ready and willing to take on the
reporters. I'he time has come for
Barkley to hold court. What fol
lows is a seemingly endless
stream of one-liners. Tb every
question Barkley seems to have
a ready response.
His team was in a hurry to
catch a plane. They had to get
the last flight to back to
Philadelphia. Charles, however,
was in no hu ny. An assistant
coach tried to hurry him along,
but he was enjoying himself.
Tb his teammates, the press
crunch is a show. Rick Mahorn,
another Sixers forward, sits next
to Charles and watches with
amusement. The quiet Armón
Gilliam sits back and quietly en
joys the show. The human
skyscraper, 7’7“ Manute Bol,
peers over the reporters to joke

with Barkley.
It is not merely the reporters
who are interested in Barkley.
The usual crowd o f Hollywood
stars and other Southern Califor
nia sports stars wemt to see him
too. Greg Bell of the Raiders,
former boxing champion Ray
“Boom Boom* Mancini and actor
Billy Crystal even made a quick
entrance to say hi.
Barkley is the center of atten
tion and he seems thrives on it.
One wisecracking quote gives
you the total picture of Charles
Barkley.
“We’re basketball players, we
can’t take life too seriously,”
Barkley said.
Barkley loves to be the center
o f attention. Whether the crowd
is with him or against him, he
loves to have the attention on
him.
In the fourth p>eriod o f the
game with the Clippers, Barkley
saw the crowd turn against him.
In a move reminiscent o f Hulk
Hogan he tossed all 238 pounds
of Clipper forward Charles Smith
to the floor. 'The crowd turned
ugly.
For the final four minutes of
the game, the 14,000 plus fans in
the arena voiced their dis
pleasure every time Barkley
touched the ball.
While the flagrant foul gave
the Clippers a rav o f hope.

Barkley dashed all hope with vi
cious slam dunks.
What does Barkley think of
the crowd turning on him?
“I think it’s great. I get paid
$3 million a year and they help
pay it,” Barkley said.
His victim felt differently
about the situation.
“I have nothing to say about
that,” Smith said with a tone of
disgust.
ChEu*les was not disgusted,
merely amused. Later in the
game he looked over at the Clip
per bench, pointed towards
someone and with a demonic
sneer on his face punched his
hand. Then he flashed his usual
grin. It was all just a joke too
him.
“The refs were letting them
hand check too much. I had to
defend myself,” Barkley said in
nocently.
The fans forgave Barkley.
Hundreds of those same fans
that booed him relentlessly sur
rounded the roped off dressing
room area in a desperate effort to
get his autograph. Barkley was
whisked away quickly by the Ix)s
Angeles Police Deaprtment.
As he was escorted to the
team bus, one o f the Sixers’ as
sistant coaches was asked if this
was typical.
“ I t ’ s a lw a y s lik e th is
See BARKLEY, page 6

blown away as UC Riverside
dominated most of the game.
The Mustangs ran up an 18-11
lead in the first six minutes. The
Highlanders answered with
seven straight points to tie the
game at 18-18 with 12:10 remainingin the first half.
Cal Poly led 30-29 after a
jumper by sophomore guard
Jeremy Green, but UC Riverside
went on a 22-8 streak in the last
six minutes, thanks to secondopportunity baskets, to give
them a 51-38 halftime lead.
The Highlanders gave the
Mustangs no chance to come
back as they ran up a 20-point
lead within the first three
minutes of the second half. They
dominated the rest of the half
with three-point shots and time
at the free-throw line to win the
game 116-93.
‘They kept coming at us in the
first half because they had con
fidence and shot well,” said
Reason, whose team committed
16 turnovers in the first half.
“We just never got back into the
game and we didn’t play well for
a variety of reasons. A lot of
credit goes to their defense.”
Senior center Stuart Thomas
led the Mustangs with 24 points
and nine rebounds. Senior for
ward Tim Knowles followed with
15 points and five rebounds.
Freshman guard Chris Hobby
added 11 points and five re
bounds.
C h r i s H a n t g i n l ed the
Highlanders with 22 points.
The Mustangs were again
frustrated on Saturday night

against Cal Poly Pomona, trying
to avenge an 89-68 loss to the
Broncos in their first meeting of
the year.
Both teams came out with
tight defense and played neck
and neck until halftime. The
Mustangs hit a string of threepointers, three of which came
from Thomas. But the Broncos
answered back with the same, to
tie the game at 39-39 with 5:25
remaining in the first half.
The Mustangs outscored the
Broncos 13-2 with 4:30 remaining
to give them a 52-48 halftime
lead.
In the second half, Pomona us
ed full-court pressure to make it
tough for the MusUmgs to hold
on to their lead. The Broncos an
swered with a 16-5 run to give
them their biggest lead of the
game, 74-63. Not even the comic
relief by the Cal Poly mascots
could help the Mustangs over
come a very physical Pomona
defense.
The Broncos held on to a 10point lead for the remainder of
the half to win the game 107-97.
Thomas led the Mustangs with
34 points and nine rebounds.
Freshman guard Matt Clawson
followed with 19 points and
seven rebounds. Knowles and
Archer each added 11 points.
Brt)nco forward Teny Ross led
Pomona with 29 points and 16
rebounds. Four of the five Bron
co starters scored in double fig
ures.
“We gave it our best shot. I’m
not pleased with the loss, but I
have no regrets about our play,”
See MEN, page 7

Women cagers topple
powerhouse Pomona
■ Win is first over Broncos in more than 11
years. Poly begins playoffs on Wednesday.

By Karen Travis
Staff Writer

With the theme “'flaking Care
o f Business,” the Cal Poly
women’s basketball team won its
last two home games this
weekend and beat Cal Poly
Pomona for the first time in 11
years. The Mustangs’ last victory
against Pomona came on Jan. 26,
1980.
Cal Poly finished second in
California Collegiate Athletic As
sociation league play at 6-4. The
Mustangs will play in the CCAA
tournament later this week.
'The Mustangs defeated the
UC R iversid e H igh lan ders
Friday night 80-67, and con
tinued to dominate the courts
Saturday night over Pomona’s
Broncos, 74-65. Tfeam eflbrt and
strong defense were key factors
in the Mustangs’ solid perfor
mances.
Senior guard Deanne Cox said
the team was in control the en
tire game against UC Riverside
F riday n igh t. “We played
through a few lulls and messed
up a little,” Cox said. “But good
guard shooting and strong offen
sive rebounds, especially by
Chris Royers, helped us to win,”
Cox said.
Royers, a junior forward.

racked up 27 pxiints and 23
rebounds, just missing the school
record for rebounds in one game
which stands at 25.
“This is the first time Cal Poly
has beaten Pomona in years,”
said freshman guard Nikki Gan
non. “It wais a real upper for us,”
Gannon said.
The Mustangs again showed
consistency in Saturday night’s
game against Pomona.
Pomona came into the game
at 9-0 in the CCAA.
“We had the lead the whole
w ay,” said senior Vanessa
Hornbuckle. “Our defense was
our anchor, which helped us get
a lot of steals,” she said.
The Mustangs led 35-32 at
halftim e, and continued to
dominate the rest of the game.
“We really played as a team
to n ig h t,” H ornbuckle said.
“'There were no individuals out
there,” she said.
Sophomore forward Beth Nel
son led the Mustangs in scoring
with 20 points. But Royers was
once again the catalyst as she
had 17 points and 15 rebounds.
Cox added 15 points.
'The Mustangs leave 'Tuesday
afternoon for Cal Poly Pomona,
and begin league championship
play on Wednesday against UC
See WOMEN, page 7
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Mustang Dally

Women’s tennis overturns No.2
Cal Polv Pomona, moves to 3-0
Patricia Allen
Staff Writer
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SIMON SMITH/Mustang Dally

Women’s tennis remained unbeaten with the win over Pomona.

The Cal Poly women’s tennis
team scored a 6-3 upset against
Cal Poly Pomona Friday. Head
Coach Kevin Platt said the
match was exciting because the
Mustangs are ranked No. 3 in
the nation, and Pomona is
ranked No. 2.
Platt said that singles players
Debbie Matano, Erin Green,
Tracy Matano and Julie Ciancio
played great winning matches,
but No. 1 player Vicki Kanter
and Alison Lean did not play as
well as expected.
“They played probably the
worst they’ve every played,”
Platt said. “Alison was pretty
upset. She didn’t expect the girl
to play as well as she did. She
struggled and lost.”
No. 6 Ciancio beat Lean’s op
ponent, Cindy Hamnquist, three
weeks ago in the Cal State Los
Angeles Invitational, winning
easily. Platt said Lean assumed
she could also beat Hamnquist,
but was surprised to lind
Hamnquist playing much better
than she had played at the In
vitational. Lean lost the match
6-4, 6-4.
Doubles was disappointing for
No. 1 duo o f Kanter and Ciancio.
They lost 6-4, 6-7, 6-4 to Cyndi
Hurtzler and Donna Ewing. But
Lean had a better match this
time, teaming up with Green to
beat Hamnquist and Onnaca
Heron, 6-2, 7-5. Platt said it was
Sec TENNIS, page 7

barkley
From page 5
with Charles,” he said.
On the court and in the dress
ing room, he and Aiahom are the
unquestioned leaders. They lead
the locker room banter, the kind
o f language that would have a
mother washing out her kid’s
mouth with a bar of soap. They
have even patented their own
hand slap. They are like Laurel
and Hardy, Abbott and Costello,
Ackroyd and Belushi.
“Rick and I are just out their
having fun with the hand slap,”
Barkley said.
A reporter asks if Bol will join
in the hand slap club.
“No, Manute’s not ready for it
yet. He’s gotta keep working,”
Barkley said.
Their antics do not end on the
court. A I V crew’s sound man
who has mastered the “poindexter” look falls victim to the team
of Mahom and Barkley. They’re
just trying to have fun.
But Barkley is not merely a
personality. He is a great allaround player at the top o f his
game. To list all o f his accolades
requires half a page on his bio
sheet. Last season Barkley was
named NBA Player o f the Year
by The Sporting News and Bas
ketball Weekly. He was named
MVP at this year’s NBA All-Star
game, despite a foot ir\jury. He
had requested permission to
miss the game because of the in
jury.
“I just went out and played
hard,” Barkley said.
He has even been named to
NBA All-Interview team, just in
case you hadn’t heard o f that
honor.
He is without question the

league’s premier rebounder. He
can hold his own against Moses
Malone, Kevin McHale, Bill
Laimbeer and Patrick Ewing.
Over the A ll-Star break
Barkley joined Magic Johnson,
Michael Jordan, Karl Malone,
and Patrick Ewing for the cover
o f Sports Illustrated. SI called
the quintet the starting five for
the 1992 U.S. Olympic basket
ball team, the first composed of
NBA stars.
“SI just did that cover for fun.
We had some time during the
All-Star weekend so we did it.
Hopefully I will be on the Olym
pic team,” Barkley said. “(It
would) be my pleasure to jam the
ball on some Russian guy.”
Barkley tried out for the 1984
Olympic team while he was play
ing at Auburn University, but
just didn’t fit in with coach
Bobby Knight’s style. With the
1992 team being coached by the
Pistons’ head coach Chuck Daly,
Barkley is much more likely to
fit in.
Those who watch Barkley are
not surprised by his greatness.
“His talent and ability to feed
off the situation or the crowd
makes him great,” said Phil Jasner, who covers the Sixers for the
Philadelphia Daily News.
“I don’t care what you read _
he is only 6’4 3/4,” maybe 6’4
(the Sixers optimistically list him
as 6’6”), but he’s an amazingly
quick jumper,“ Jasner said. “You
hear him called the ‘Round
Mound o f Rebound.’ He’s not a
round mound. He is lean and
mean.”
Those sentiments were echoed
by Sixers head coach Jim Lynam.
See BARKLEY, page 7

TEXACO

INVITES CAL POLY ENGINEERING STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND
CONSTRUCTION POSITIONS TO ATTEND
AN INFORMATION SESSION

IN T E R E ST E D ?
W E 'L L BE A T T H E STAFF D IN IN G H A L L
B L D G . 19, R O O M C
M-oneCay Tebruary 25, 1991 6pm to 8pm
tvUC serve coffee, cookies ancC punch
WESTERN REGION - SUPPLY TERMINALLING AND TRADING

Mustang Dally

Hempel twins qualify for
nationals in 5,000 meters
The Cal Poly men’s track team
split up and traveled to three
separate meets this weekend and
had varying degrees of success at
each site.
The highlight of the NorCal
Relays at UC Berkeley was the
Mustangs’ performance in the
5,000 m eters, w here Poly
garnered four of the top seven
spots. Sophomore Scott Hempel
finished third in 14:37.6 and was
closely followed by twin brother
Matt in 14:39.0. Both times were
below the provisional NCAA
qualifying marks.
John FedorofF finished fifth
with a time of 14:39.9, missing

the qualifying mark by just two
tenths o f a second.
The distance medley team of
T om H a l a s z y n s k i , S h a n
Forehand, Lance Rankin and
Scott Hempel finished second
behind Stanford in a time of
10:06.0. The distance medley is a
four-leg relay, combining the 800
meters, the 400, the 1,200 and
the mile.
Men’s high jump coach Sue
Rembao won the women’s high
jump event by clearing 6-3^2, a
h e ig h t H ead C o a c h T om
Henderson believes to be the top
mark by a U.S. woman this year.
See 'TRACK, page 8
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Men’s tennis downs Broncos
Mustangs dominate singles play. No.1 Eric Sasao loses In 3 sets.

By Patricia Allen
Staff Writer

'The Cal Poly men’s tennis
team took its season record to
5- 4 Saturday, beating Cal Poly
Pomona 7-2.
'The Mustangs won all their
singles matches except at No. 1
where Eric Sasao lost to Frank
Chavzu in three sets, 6-4, 6-7,
63.
Head Coach Kevin Platt said
Sasao has been ill lately and was
not playing up to his usual stan
dards.

BARKLEY

“Eric’s been sick, and I think
he was kind of hoping it wouldn’t
be a hard match. I think he un
derestimated ¿he guy in the
beginning, and had a lot of
trouble after that,” Platt said,
and added that Sasao had been
hitting too short throughout his
match. “Hopefully Eric will learn
from it,” he said.
Platt said the standouts in
Saturday’s matches were Alex
Havrilenko and Max Allman.
Havrilenko beat Juan Garcia,
6-2, 6-3, and Allman quickly put
away Sean Winders, 6-0, 6-1.

Both d o u b le s team s o f
Allman-Marc Ollivier and Mark
Nielsen-Ricardo Reyes, put away
their opponents in two sets. But
Havrilenko
and
John
Montgomery couldn’t get it
together in time to beat Chavzu
and Eric Glade. 'They lost 6-2,
3-6, 7-6.
“'They haven’t played together
much but they had some chan
ces. 'The other team is very good.
Glade is a really good player and,
on the average, I think they’re
just a little better than our
guys,” Platt said.

MEN

From page 6
“He’s a terrific competitor, he
has a lot o f courage — courage in
that he wants the ball in key
situations when the game is on
the line,” Lynam said. “It’s not
easy to be in that position. He
welcomes that kind of challenge.
“He has strength, quickness,
great hands — he’s a terrific ball
handler. Not many big guys can
dribble like Barkley.”
What is it like to play with
someone like Barkley?
“You have to try not to get
caught up in who he is. Just
watching him work on the court
is incredible,” Mahorn said.
While others offer glowing
comments about the play of
Barkley, he can be somewhat
critical o f himself.
“I’m struggling a little at
times,” Barkley said.
One part o f Barkley’s game
that is not struggling is his jump
shot. Throughout his career
Barkley has been a premier out
side shooter. Barkley is the

second lea d in g th ree-p oin t
shooter in Sixers’ history, yet he
downplays that aspect o f his
game.
When asked about possibly
entering next year’s three-point
contest, Barkley shunned the
idea.
“Next year is so far away. I’m
just trying to make it back to
Philadelphia,” Barkley said.
Another aspect of Barkley’s
game is his physical presence.
He establishes himself like no
other player. He owns the
ground on which he stands. His
attitude on the court has gotten
him into quite a bit o f trouble. As
Jasner said, “He is lean and
mean.”
Last season he was suspended
for one game after a fight with
Detroit Pistons mauler Bill
Laimbeer.
Former boxing champion Ray
“Boom Boom” Mancini said
during his locker room visit that
he would not want to tangle with
Barkley.

“All I know is he is a big
brother. He has to stay on the in
side. The big question is, can he
take a shot? We’re all the same
right here,” Mancini said, point
ing to his chin.
Barkley’s attitude towards
technical fouls is typically
casual.
“If they call it, they call it. If
they don’t, they don’t. I think I
can afford it. What is $150 or
$250? No big deal,” Barkley said.
Coach Lynam does not take
that same attitude towards
Barkley’s penchant for drawing
technicals.
“Sometimes he loses his focus.
That can make coaching him
more difficult,” Lynam said.
What does Barkley think it
will take for Philadelphia to win
the NBA crown?
“We just gotta go out and play
as hard as we can. That’s all you
can do,” Barkley said.
Just remember he’s a basket
ball player, he can’t take life too
seriously.

From page 5
said Beason. “We were a bit
out-manned and we had trouble
getting the ball inbounds, but
our guys gave everything they
had.”

Cal Poly will travel to Cal
State Bakersfield to take on the
Roadrunners in the first round of
p la y o ffs this F rid a y . The
Mustangs beat Bakersfield twice
in CCAA play this sea.son.

WOMEN
From page 5
Riverside at 6 p.m.
“'The past four home games
have got us really fired up,” said
Gannon. “Breaking Pomona’s 9-0

w inning streak is really g(X)d
m om entum for us,” she said.
“G oing into the cham pionships
will be positive for us, and nega
tive for them .”

TENNIS
From page 6
nice to see Lean come back and
play well. Green and Lean had
battled the same duo at the Invitativinal and had lost.
“They played real well and I
know that made them happy,”

Fast Contacts for SLO People

Platt said.
'The Mustangs are 2-0 in the
California Collegiate Athletic As
sociation and 3-0 overall. 'The
team faced UC Davis on Sunday,
but results were unavailbale at
press time.
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Mustang Dall/

Meeting focuses on water issues
By Don Vrtis
Staff Writer

HANS HESS/Mustang Daily

Christine Ferrara

The hills and valleys around
San Luis Obispo County are
brown, dry and seemingly life
less.
But down below is water.
Where the water is and how
to use it were two subjects discus.sed during the first of a series
o f meetings on county water is
sues. The meeting, held Satur
day at the San Luis Obispo
County Library, was sponsored
by the League of Women Voters.
The president o f a local con
servation agency said the county
needs to support a healthy
agricultural sector.
Ella Honeycutt, president of
the Coastal San Luis Resource
Conservation District, told the
crowd that agriculture plays an
important part in the economy
and character of the county.
She said the county is now
seeing a balancing act between
development and farming. If
farmers cannot get enough water
to grow crops, she said, they will
lik e ly sell th e ir lan d to
developers. That could affect

more than just the land that gets
developed. H on eycu tt said
development has tapped water
that would normally flow to
Laguna Lake, worsening the
water level situation there.
The Resource Conservation
District is currently studying
ways to repair Chorro Creek,
which runs past California Men’s
Colony out to the south end of
M o tto Bay. The creek is an im
portant fresh water source for
the M o t t o Bay wetlands, and the
RCD wants to try and limit the
amount of silt flowing from it
into M o t t o Bay. Honeycutt said
if more vegetation were restored
to the creeksides, it would slow
the water and allow more o f it to
soak into the ground, recharging
the undergp*ound supply and
decreasing siltation in the bay.
Sufficient underground water
supply is important to the coun
ty, said Christine Ferrara, a civil
engineer for Boyle Engineering
of San Luis Obispo who has
studied the county’s water reser
ves.
Underground water serves
most of the agricultural users
and many municipalities in the

county. Even San Luis Obispo is
pumping groundwater to its cus
tomers for the first time since
the 1940s, Ferrara said.
The North County and M o tto
Bay rely almost exclusively on
groundwater, she said.
Although Paso Robles and
Atascadero sit on a large aquafer, Ferrara seud the area is
drawing more water than is
being replenished. M o t t o Bay
has already had three wells dry
up this year, she said.
Using reclaimed water from
sewage treatment plants to
recharge the supply is one way to
put some water back in the
ground, said FeTrara. But using
reclaimed water is expensive.
Treating, transporting and stor
ing the water can cost from
$1,200 to $2,500 per acre-foot.
It is only during the current
drought, that people have been
prepared to pay the high cost of
water, Feirara said.
The League of Women Voters
will hold three more meetings to
discuss water quality, the State
Water Project and desalination.
For more inform ation, call
543-2220.
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SLO Library closed briefly
after weekend bomb scare
By Cheryl Albertsen
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reason for his threat and
sounded very serious.
Staff Writer
Library employees had al
ready evacuated eveiyone from
The San Luis Obispo County the building by the time the
Public Library was in for a police had arrived.
surprise last ^ tu rd a y . But not
Officers waited for forty
a pleasant one.
minutes before seairhing the
At 3:21 p.m. a library building. There was no ex
employee received a phone call plosion and no bombs were
from a man saying he had found.
“Bomb threats are more
placed two bombs in the rear of
the building on the second common than people think. \bu
floor. They were set to explode just don’t hear about them un
in 20 minutos.
less theyVe in a public building
Lt. Dan Blanke, o f the San and they’re almost always
Luis Obispo Police Depart false,” said Lt. Blanke.
ment, said the man gave no
No leads were found.
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WHY CHOOSE A CAMPING JOB
Career Success... Leadership, communications, problem-solving and decision
making are all skills you can develop by working in a summer camp.
Plenty o f Jobs... Organized camping provides an estimated 331,000 summer and
year round jobs.
Work in the Great O utdoors in picturesque settings.
Travel... Pick a job just down the road or clear across the country. There are
camps near your home, in the mountains, and along the coast.
Make a difference... in the lives of children by sharing what you know.

EXPO '91
February 26 9:30AJVI TO 1:30PM
CH U M ASH A U D IT O R IU M
For information call The American Camping Association at (213) 985-5781.

From page 7
While the long distance run
ners were in Berkeley, the team’s
top pole vaulters were at the
Days InTVWolfpack Classic held
in Reno, Nev.
Tony Castiglioni logged an
automatic qualifying mark for
the NCAA indoor nationals with
a vault of 16-0. Steve Toney
cleared the provisional mark for
the same competition with a
vault of 15-6.
Some of the Mustang sprinters
traveled to Stanislaus State for a
meet with the Warriors and UC
Davis.
Mike Jones and Jeff Yale
finished fiT'st and second, respec
tively, in both the 100 and 200
meters.
Jones also won the long jum p
and anchored the victoTious mile
relay team.

Freshman Ben Fay won the
400 intermediate hurdles.
The Mustangs will travel to
UC Riverside for a four-way
California Collegiate Athletic
Association meet next weekend.
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Hall council considers
smoking ban in dorms
By Anne Buila
Staff Writer
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A Cal Poly professor created a program to train guide dogs to aid their owners during airline flights.

Poly Staff member makes program
which helps dogs earn their wings
By Karla Hale
Staff Writer

As American Eagle flight 5009
took off from Santa Maria Air
port, at least two of the pas
sengers were excited and a little
bit nervous.
Eighth grader Anna Bertinuson and her golden retriever
puppy, Ganet, were riding on a
plane for the first time.
Seven-month-old Ganet was
allowed to ride in the passenger
part of the plane to acquaint him
with takeoffs, landings and
airplane noises. Ganet will be ex
pected to handle such situations
with indifference, if her future
blind owner ever wants to fly on
a plane.
“The flight went really good,
said Bertinuson. “She was a little
shy about going near the plane
because it was so big. She had a
little trouble going up the stairs."
Bertinuson is raising Ganet
as part of a 4-H project.
tA ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
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Live In Style!
Garden
ents
•Large

edroom
alow

Patio
E nch>^ G araf^^ith Storage
«Brand
Carpel, Floors, Drapes
•Friendly, Peaceful Environment

Special Discount
for Cal Poly Students
Call Us At 544-3925

Eckert Investments
N. Chorro S. Apt. #6
.Luis Obispo, CA 93405

Bertinuson sat in one of the
last rows o f seats in the plane so
Ganet could lie in the aisle
without blocking emergency
exits. Once the plane took off, the
dog relaxed and was able to rest
quietly.
The 10-minute flight went
smoothly, and Bertinuson and
her high-spirited puppy deplaned
quickly and confidently.
Bertinuson is a 4-H member
and decided to participate in the
guide dog program because she
thought it would be fun and a
kind thing to do for a blind per
son.
Bertinuson received Ganet
from Guide E)ogs for the Blind
Inc. The school, in San Rafael,
Calif., teaches uses purebred
G erm an sh ep h erds, golden
r e tr ie v e r s
a n d la b r a d o r
retrievers.
Guide dogs live in kennels
from the time they are bom until
they are three months old. Then
they live with a 4-H member.

who teaches them general
obedience commands and who so
cializes them to everyday life ex
periences.
When Ganet is about 16
months old, Bertinuson will
return her to the school for for
mal training with a guide dog in
structor. Bertinuson will be able
to present Ganet to her new
owner at a graduation ceremony,
after about six additional months
of guide dog training have been
completed.
“It is going to be hard to give
her back because I am attached
to her," Bertinuson said.
Jim Matheny, an equipment
technician for the agricultural
engineering department, helped
organize the program for guide
dog puppies to ride on the plane.
Matheny realized the need for
the program last year when his
daughter presented her guide
dog to its new owner at the
graduation ceremony. Matheny
Sec DOGS, page 11

Inter-Hall Council wants
more input from campus resi
dents before voting on a resolu
tion to recommend a ban on
smoking in residence halls.
At a meeting last week, the
council postponed action on a
resolution recommending a ban
on smoking in all areas o f the
residence halls, including in
dividual rooms. The delay was
prompted by concern voiced by
members and students who ar
gued that residents had not
been informed o f the vote.
R o d e r ic k
F ie ld s ,
an
aeronautical engineering and
mechanical engineering fresh
man, is president of Sierra
Madre Tbwer 3.
“If they would have voted on
this there would have been a
lot o f upset students on cam
pus, especially if it was
passed," ihelds said.
An open forum with the
Housing Office and council
members is tentatively set for
tonight at 7 p.m. in Sierra
Madre Lounge to hear student
testimony and to answer ques
tions about the resolution and
its potential impact.
“ Fm relieved," said electrical
engineering freshman Esteban
Saldana, of the delay. “I’ll be
back, I want to spread the word
to people that didn’t know
about this vote. 'This is our
home and if we can’t do what
we want in our own home
where can we do it?"
Although the 15-member
body agreed to postpone the
vote and form a committee to
inform residents, opinions vary
about the resolution itself.
James Johnson, a business
administration freshman and
IHC coun cilm em ber, said
media attention is making the
smoking problem a bigger issue
than it really is.
“Today smoking isn’t a

problem (in the dorms), it’s a
headline," Johnson said. “I
think this has been started to
make some sort of headline be
cause it is not something
Y osem ite r e s id e n ts have
brought to my attention as a
problem.”
Resolution author Gabe
Joynt is a natural resource
management freshman and
Sierra Madre representative.
“This is something I feel
strongly about. Anything that
comes up can be construed as
making a headline. I’ve talked
to a lot of people about this.
Three out o f six towers have
problems with smokers,” Joynt
said. “Smoke is not contained
in your own room. If smoke is
getting into other people’s
room, the right o f the people to
breathe clean air outweighs the
right o f the people to infect it.
Secondhand smoke is a killer."
The resolution is a recom
mendation to the Housing Of
fice that would affect next
year’s housing contracts.
Marko Radielovic is an IHC
member and social sciences
sophomore.
“Fve given this a lot of
thought. I don’t like smoking
but I had a change of heart
about my decision," Radielovic
said. “We’re paying customers
here, we are paying rent and I
just can’t see telling someone
who pays to live there what
they can do there (in their
room), smoking isn’t illegal.”
Steph W itherspoon, an
agricultural education junior
and S h asta H all r e p r e 
sentative, liked the idea when
she first heard it, but she too
changed her mind.
“Smokers and nonsmokers
alike are against this. I actual
ly got yelled at when I went
door to door a.sking what
people thought. People were
upset."
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Engineering Day attracts 1,000 students, adults
■ Highlignts of the weekend activity were
design and display contests for students.

By D. A. Arviso
Staff W riter_______

Students didn’t just hang out
at the mall this weekend.
Besides people watching,
eating and playing video games
K-12 students learned about the
engineering profession.
And they learned from other
students.
More than 1,000 children and
adults attended Engineering Day
Saturday at the Central Coast
Plaza. The event was sponsored
by the Cal Poly Engineering Stu
dent Council and the Society of
Women Engineers.
The event concluded National
Engineers Week and conveyed
the theme “E ngineering is
Everywhere.” Participants built
toothpick-marshmallow struc
tures, played tug-of-v/ar, and ex
amined more than 50 hands-on
displays by engineering clubs.
“They get to see the spectrum
of engineering,” said Dan Walsh,
associate dean of engineering at
Cal Poly. “They see that these
are not the stereotypical people
who carry slide rules. The big
secret that engineers are human
has to get out.”
Local K-12 students competed
in a variety of contests. They in
cluded popsicle-stick bridge
building, essay contests and
coloring contests o f drawings of
Cal Poly engineering creations,
like the Da Vinci.
The popsicle-stick bridge
building contest highlighted the
day. The structures were crushed
in a compression machine to test
their strength.
Local high 4ichool students

displayed their design entries
that were judged by professional
engineers.
More than 30 Cal Poly clubs
competed in display contests.
Representatives from Hewlett
Packard, Boeing and Chevron
judged the displays.
C om p u ter-aid ed draftin g,
moldings and a pump won the
Society of Manufacturing En
gineers first place in the project
category. Children drew pictures
on a computer that simulated
design techniques.
The Cal Poly chapter of
Society o f Women Engineers
(SWE) took first place in the in
teractive display contest. SWE
members taught students the ef
fects of soil strength on build
ings. Participants built toothpick-m arshm allow structures
and
then
sim ulated
an
earthquake in mud, jello and
sand.
“It (the display) teaches kids
that it can be fun to build
things,” said Kristen Bouma, a
civil engineering senior. “Some of
the kids just build the structures
and eat them.”
Other children built plaster of
paris shells with the help o f the
Structural Engineers Association
of California. Dressed in trash
bags, participants designed
shells similar to a humanp o w e r e d car on d i s p l a y .
Fleknowned civil engineer Heinz
Isler designed his structural art
using the same models.
The Sun Luis, a solar-powered
car created by Cal Poly students,
attracted many curious mallgoers. It was one o f many
vehicles that displayed alterna-

^
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Engineering Day at the Central Coast Plaza was held to spur students interest in the engineering
field. The event was sponsored by two Cal Poly clubs.
tive energy sources.
“A lot o f them are surprised
that we can run a car on the
sun, ” said Jan Shean, mechanical engineering senior. “We try to
build public awareness that
gasoline is not the only thing
that can make a car go.”
The Society o f Automotive En
gineer’s Super Mileage Vehicle
showed how to optimize fuel ef
ficiency. SAE members explained
how they redesigned the engine

for the annual competition in
Sacramento.
“We hope to instill a sense of
imagination in people,” said in
dustrial technology senior Alen
Ladrillono.
“When we turn
dreams into reality, we instill
dreams in children. In the future
they become dreams for all
people.”
A steady decline in engineer
ing school enrollment over the
past five years prompted the Na-

tional Science Foundation to
fund outreach projects such as
Engineering Day, said Peter Lee,
dean of the School of Engineer
ing.
The mall day is an effort to
head off a looming shortage of
engineers. The engineering
department is developing a
“how-to” handbook and kit so
that this activity can be dupli
cated at malls across the United
States.

AT POINT MUGU, CALIFORNIA

COMEDY
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL

(50 MILES NORTH OF LOS ANGELES)

$22.00

GRUMANN AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

WITH THIS AD

< < < < < < MAKER OF THE F-14-TOMCAT > > > > > >

includes DMV certificate

GRUMMAN(!)

( 8 0 S ) 5 2 7 -9 1 3 0

A registered tradem ark of G rum m an C orporation

GRUMMAN WILL BE CONDUCTING A FORMAL OPEN
HOUSE PRESENTATION
(AN EARLY INFORMATION SESSION) ON
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 26,1991
FROM 7:00 PM TO 9:00PM
IN THE STAFF DINING HALL (BUILDING 19) ROOM C
ON THE CAL POLY CAMPUS
CURRENTLY OPEN CAREER POSITIONS
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
Software application utilizing high level of computer and/or assembly language of real time airborne
systems. Qualifications: B.S.; Com puter Science, Electrical Engineering, Math, or Physics.
S O F T W A R E D E V E L O P M E N T - Develop, program, and test real time software programs for aircraft
systems. Software will be used on aircraft computers or simulation lab. Som e applications require
experience with ADA and M IL -S T D -216A

The Engineering Department of Grumman Aircraft Systems requires engineers to work at Point
Mugu on the F-14 Tomcat aircraft. Require degree in CS., EE., Physics, or Math. ALL
POSITIONS REQUIRE EXPERIENCE. EDUCATION OR COURSE EMPHASIS IN COMPUTER
SCIENCE. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING/PROGRAMMING WITH APPROPRIATE COMPUTES
I ANGUAGbS. New graduates are encouraged to apply.
BR IN G RESUM E & U N O FFIC IAL TR AN SC R IPT OR LIST OF C O U R SES TAK EN
U.S. CITIZEN SH IP REQUIRED FOR SEC UR ITY C LE A R A N C E

C A R EER O P P O R T U N IT IE S
A T CAESARS
I, CAESAR, have chosen the students of
CAL POLY STATE UNIVERSITY to join me
for a chance of a lifetime. CEASARS TAHOE
will be on campus recruiting for co-op’s,
internships and seasonal employment.
SEE US AT THE CAREER FAIR ON
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26. THEN, JOIN US
FOR INTERVIEWS ON WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 27.
It’s a chance to work and learn from the
remier Resort/Casino/Hotel in the Sierra
N(evada's. Ceasars Tahoe is located on the
shores of beautiful LAKE TAHOE, NEVADA.
Don't let this opportunity escape you! For
more information, contact your Cooperative
Education & Placement Services Center.
Some positions require substance abuse
testing. Non-smokers preferred. CAESARS
is an EOE.
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From page 9
learned the guide dog’s first as
signment would be to assist the
blind person on a flight home.

had a chance to board the air
line. Each of the dogs and their
handlers make their flight free of
charge.

“I was concerned about how
the dog would react to those un
familiar surroundings,” Matheny
said. Later he learned the dog
did fine.

“Everyone has been very
receptive. It is something en
dearing for people to see a young
child with a puppy boarding,” he
said.

Barrett said he took a flight
“My original goal was to try to
get the guide dog group at the with a 4-H member and his
airport and get them on the run guide dog and although the dog
way and walk around the plane, was a little timid about going up
but I talked with (American the stairs, there were rio
Eagle area sales manager) Sam -problems and the dog departed
Barrett about it and American the plane “like a seasoned
Eagle agreed to do more than traveler.”
that,” he said.
Although Matheny is happy
with
the success o f the flying dog
American Eagle now flies one
program,
he does not want to
4-H member and guide dog from
stop
there.
Santa Maria to San Luis Obispo
every Thursday and Friday.
Matheny’s next goal is to set
Barrett said state regulations up a guide dog program with
allow as many guide dogs on a Amtrak.
plane as there are seats. The
“Ideally, I would like the
dogs usually ride under the seat
guide dogs to have access to go
in the space ordinarily used for
south along the coast to Santa
carry-on luggage.
Barbara on Amtrak, to socialize
“We will continue the program them to that experience also,” he
until all guide dog puppies have said.

From page 1
casualties.

Kuwait from Iraqi occupation.

One column of Saudi and
Kuwaiti troops who punched 20
miles into Kuwait was “moving
like a knife through butter,” As
sociated Press photographer
Laurent Rebours reported from
the front. But a U.S. military
source cautioned that the allied
land campaign could take “a good
several days o f heavy fighting.”
Hours after the first phase of
the invasion began at ap
proximately 4 a.m. Sunday (5
p.m. PST Saturday), Saddam
Hussein went on official Iraqi
radio to urge his troops on.
“Fight them and show no
mercy,” the Iraqi president said.
Iraqi military communiques
later asserted that the offensive
“has so far failed utterly,” and
claimed to have “wiped out”
paratroopers dropped behind
Iraqi lines in western Kuwait.
P r e s i d e n t B u s h , in a
television address late Saturday
in Washington, announced he
had ordered the attack in the
“right and just” cause of freeing

Bush adviser Brent Scowcroft
spoke of a further objective Sun
day: eliminating Iraq’s offensive
military power.
The long-expected ground as
sault came just eight hours after
the deadline set by President
Bush and the Desert Storm allies
for Iraq to begin a pullout effort
from Kuwait.

d e v a s t a t i n g air c a m p a i g n
against targets in Kuwait and
Iraq.

Tlie Iraqis dismissed that ul
timatum as “shameful.” The
Bush administration at the same
time rejected a Soviet-sponsored
pl an f o r a s l o w e r - p a c e d
withdrawal.

That air umbrella of fighterbombers and helicopter gunships
fanned out over the smokeshrouded battlefront Sunday as
battalion after battalion o f
Marines and British tankers,
French legionnaires and U.S.
Army cavalrymen, Saudi, Egyp
tian and other Arab troops rolled
across the border in a multi
pronged attack that stretched
from the Persian Gulf coast far
west to the vast sand-and-gravel
plains of the desert.

A Soviet spokesman said Sun
day that a “very real chance” at a
negotiated peace had been
missed, and Bush had acted with
the “instinct for a military solu
tion.”

Offshore, the battleships USS
Wisconsin and USS Missouri
opened fire with their mighty
16-inch guns on Iraqi coastal
positions, and Marine landing
parties moved ashore.

The offensive climaxed a 7month-old crisis that began with
Iraq’s invasion o f Kuwait last
Aug. 2, intensified with the buil
dup of more than a half-million
troops on each side, and exploded
into warfare Jan. 17 when the
anti-Iraq coalition launched a

Besides making a direct as
sault on Kuwait City, strategists
apparently intend to sweep up
the Iraqis’ western flank with
U.S. and British armored units,
to encircle Iraqi troops in Kuwait
and perhaps pin down reserve
forces in southernmost Iraq.

CLASSIFffiD
Word
Poly Reps

MEETING NEXT WED.27,91
7PM 05-105 OPEN HOUSE
SOFTBALL GAME

Be a part or this great organi
zation! Application Information
meeting will be Tues. 2/26 in
Chumasn wing »204 at 7;00pm.

^ATTN GOLFERS

STRESS FREE WEDDING CLASSES.
Back by popular demand. Sat.
Mar.2 Call 546-9969 for info.

Cal Poly Golf Assoc. Meeting on
Tues. 2-26 7:00pm Bldg. 10-223
Guest Speaker & refreshments

AIAA

SUPPORT THE SOLDIERS
Yellow Ribbons 50cents in UU MWF
All donations will provide carepackages to soldiers.

NEXT MEETING. 1990 SMOKER VIDEO
MONDAY. FEB.25. 7PM AG.SC1104

PENGUINS M/C!

DONT SIT HOME & PICK YOUR
NOSE TONIGHT. WE’ RE HAVING A
MEETING BPM 53-213 BE THEREI

ROBOTICS!

Intarested?!
Come to the first meeting o f
the Cal Poly Robotics Society
All Majors Welcome.
Tuesday Feb.26th-Comp.Sci (14-249)
Room 249 7:00pm

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3387
FREE PREGNANCYTEST
•A FRIEND FOR LIFE-

ALL GREEK
HONOR ROLL

CONGRATS
ROB LOVERING
MR.FRATERNITY
OF 1991
THE BROS
AT PIKE
CONGRATULATIONS to Mike Moreno
1st runner up Mr.Fraternity
From your bros. at Delta Sigma Phi

WAY TO GO

PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
5 YRS EXP - CALL KAREN 544-2692

EPSON MX 80 Printer $50.
Call Dan 544-4382

PHI SIGS

R&R Word Processing (Rons), 5442591. RATES R E D U C E ! 15 yrs.exp.

FOR SALE
YAMAHA DX7 KEYBOARD $450
ALESIS HR16 DRUM MACHINE $300
BOSS DR220A DRUM MACHINE $8C
CALL SIMON AT 542-9617

CHARTERING IN MAY IS JUST
THE BEGINNINGI FROM IOTA CHPT
A%SV.WASS>S*.*^*.*AV»',*

EXPO 1991

A PRE-CAREER JOB FAIRI
FIND THE JOB YOUVE
BFFN LOOKING FORI
ALL MAJORS WELCOME I
9:30-1:30 CHUMASH
TUESDAY. FEB 26

LOOK!!!

MUSTANG DAILY HAS A NEW
SYSTEM! A BOX LIKE THIS WILL
ONLY COST $2.00 MORE PER DAYI
GET MORE ATTENTION FOR YOUR $

MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS

LOST LADY’S WATCH 2/15 BETWEEN
HEALTH CENTER PARKING LOT &
SANDWICH PLANT REWARD 544-6233
LOST:Silver Bracelet with 3
initials.Very Se.'itimental.
Please call Mary X4693-REWARDI

NEED A RIDEII live in MB and
need a ride to Poly MWF before
9am.Please helpl Ellen 772-9727
WANTED 100 PEOPLE :We Will Pay
- You To Lose 10-29 lbs in 30 days
all natural .Nationally'
1-800-347-7584

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

JANISE MOBILE AUTO REPAIR
25YRS EXP WHY PAY MORE 5445380
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Call Greg at 541-0135

TOTWTCPRr
THETA
HEIDI RUUD WE WOULD LIKE
TO CONGRATULATE YOU ON YOUR
RECENT LAVALIERING TO JASON
STODDARD THE BROS OF
PHI DELTA THETA

RESUMES. SEN. PROJ.. ETC. MACW/
LASER PRINTER LAURA- 549 8966
N sV. ‘•Sh>SSW*V.?nW^.

EtnRloymenl;

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 • $59,230
Call (1)805-687-6000 Ext.R-10081
for current Federal list.
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-59,230/yr
Call (1)805-687-6000 Ext.R-10081
tor current federal list.

LIFEGUARDS

FASHION SHOW
Panhellenic is sponsoring a
fashion show for men & women
on March 6 at 7 p.m. at Embassy
Suites. Tix $10 on sale during
UU hour Thurs. Partial proceeds
benefit SLO YMCA. Rame/hors d'
oeuvres. Cail 542-0619 for info.

For Soio

A-1 P.E.P. W/P

STRAIGHT W/P OR SPECIAL EDITING,
EXCLUSIVELY FOR Cal Poly STUDENTS,
FREE P/U AND DELVY. OCCIDENTAL
COLLEGE ENGLISH GRAD. 541-1737

The City of Morro Bay is taking
applications for 1991 summer
season beach lifeguards~life
guarding classes available at
Smshiemer p oo l-A m e rican Red
Cross, First aid & CPR classes.
A pplications can be obtained
rom the City o f Morro Bay
Personnel Office 595 Harbor M.B.
Questions call M.B. Harbor
Patrol 772-1214sxt.241
Stimulating and Rewarding SUMMER?
100 POSTIONS OPENING AT RIVER
WAY RANCH CAMP,RATED ONE OF
The Betler Camps In The US.Near
Sequoia National Park.COUNSELORS,
INSTRUCTORS.AND MORE ON
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FEBRUARY 27.
1991 SEE PALCEMENT CENTER FOR
LOCATION AND SIGN UPS
SUMMERCAMP
South Laks Tahoe
The City of Cortcord is looking
for Camp Counselors to work
with children ages 8 to 14.
Interested persons must attend
the Pre-Career Job Fair on Fob 26
For more information & details
go to the Student Racement Cntr.
SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP
INTERVIEWS NOW TAKING PLACE
GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE MAN
AGING A TEAM OF EMPLOYEES.
CUSTOMERS & SUPPLIERS SUCCESS
FUL APPLICANTS WILL UNDERGO
EXTENSIVE TRAINING. AVERAGE
SUMMER EARNINGS RANGE $8 15,000.
CALL -STUDENT PAINTERS” FOR
INFORMATION 1-800 426-6441.

DWAES SCREAW U\T AN OCTAVE
usuau M reserved for c a u .\ng do g s ,

BUT \T MEANT I WAD A CASE, AND
TNE SOUND OF GREENBACKS SLAWHG
ACROSS m PALM \S MUS\C TO MY
EARS m DAI. AFTER A ll. VM HOT
AN OPERA CRITIC. I'M A PRWATE EVE.

Bicyctosi
6 SPD BIKE BEACH CRUISER NEW
DRIVEN 6 MILES $125 545-8335
BIANCHI RACING BIKE 12 S ^
Good Cond. $250 OBO 54.5-8136

Roommates
2FEM RMMTS NEEDED
SPR QUARTER CLOSE TO POLY
CALL 541-5258

FEMALE RMATE

NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM
IN BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS HOUSE
CLOSE TO POLY

CALL 541-9531
Leave Message

MASTER BEDROOM FOR RENT SPRING
QTR IN A LARGE QUIET FARM
HOUSE RENT NEGOTIABLE 545 8038
ROOM AVAILABLE $300 MONTH
WASHERA5RYER.PETS OK 544-3034

2 BDRM APTS.
UTIL PAID
$700/MO.
61 BROAD
544-7772
ARROYO GRANDE COUNTRY STUDIO
INCLUDES GAS. ELEC. H20. TRASH
$325*DEPOSIT 489 5855
ROOM FOR RENT-toveiy Laguna Lk
home, own room or share $315/265
Fern., avail, immed. 1-373-0313
Sublet Great House For Spring
Qtr.300/mo+util+dep 543-8888
WOODBRIDGE CONDO- TWO BEDROOM
Ik BATH, GARAGE, NEW PAINT AND
CARPET. VERY NICE. FURNISHED,
INCLUDES WASHER>t)RYER. 750/MO
CALL 549-9876 OR 541-2917 AND
ASK FOR SEAN FITZPATRICK
THE REAL ESTATE GROUP OF SLO
YOUR SUM M E^fM AGINE pW T H O U S E
ULTRA PRIVATE DECK, BLG, CLOSE
DELUXE. REASONABLE 541-5943

Hqii|iae for Side
11 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO?
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST
EXPENSIVE HOUSES & CONDOS FOR
SALE IN SLO, CALL STEVE NELSON
543-8370. FARRELL SMYTH R/E.
BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS.
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO
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URISTA
From page 1

into account, he was ordered to
report to jail on Nov. 14, despite
his pleas that he be allowed to
finish the quarter at Cal Poly.
LTnsta's classes were taken
over by other professors after he
left the school under the
provisions o f sick leave.
William Little, head of the
foreign language department,
and Sidney Ribeau, dean of the
School of Liberal Arts, said Urista told them during fall quarter
that he needed to return to
Mexico because of an illness in
the family.
Both said they were stunned
when they discovered he was in
San Luis Obispo County Jail.
In an interview at County Jail
last week, Urista said he did tell
his superiors about returning to
Mexico.
He said a trip to Mexico City,

where his father was to undergo
surgery on his spine, was
scheduled before his new deten
tion date made the trip impos
sible.
Urista said he had already
received approval from Little for
the time off and did not inform
him when his plans changed.
“I was overwhelmed by the
situation and just let it lie,” Uris
ta said.
Ribeau said it seems impos
sible that Urista had planned a
trip.
In November, Urista went to
Little and asked for an “undeter
mined” amount o f time off. He
said his trip would most likely go
into the third or fourth week of
winter quarter.
Ribeau and Little decided
that, since it is impossible to
plan a class for which the
teacher’s presence is ques

tionable, Urista should take all
o f winter quarter off as vacation
and make it up by teaching sum
mer quarter.
But since news of his im
prisonment reached the school,
discrepancies in Urista’s story
have become apparent to Little
and Ribeau.
F or i n s t a n c e ,
Ribeau
wondered if the trip Urista had
planned was going to extend into
the fourth week o f school during
winter quarter, how was he
going to report to jail on Dec. 27,
the imprisonment date he had
knowledge of since Aug. 13?
“It just doesn’t add up,”
Ribeau said.
Cal Poly officials have no
plans for disciplinary action per
taining to the arrests or the al
leged fabrication as o f yet.
Urista is scheduled to be
released from jeul on March 13,
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which would be in time for him
to teach spring quarter.
Little said any action taken
first depends on whether or not
Urista returns to school on time.
“We’re just going to wait,” he
said. “I have until mid-March
until I need to make a decision
as to whether we need to hire a
new teacher.”
While in jail, Urista is receiv
ing pay for this quarter.
Stan Bernstein, Cal Poly’s
director of public affairs, said it
is standard practice for a
teacher’s pay for three quarters
to be spread out over the full
year. By teaching summer
quarter, Urista will balance out
any disparity that has resulted
from his detention.
Also, the time off in fall, ac
c o r d i n g to R i b e a u , was
“legitimate* sick time that Urista
had coming to him.

'This was Urista’s sixth year
at Poly. Little said Urista consis
tently received positive evalua
tions from both students and col
leagues during that time.
U rista look s forw ard to
returning to Cal Poly even
though his name has been
“mopped” by bad publicity.
“I am now paying the legal
consequences for what I have
done and I’m ready to face the
moral eye o f my peers when that
time comes,” he said.
“What I did was wrong.”
Urista, who writes under the
pen name Alurista, has had six
books o f poetry published in the
United States.
In 1979, he won a grant from
the California Writer’s Fellow
ship. In 1990, Urista was chosen
to be a judge for the National En
dowment for the Arts Poetry Fel
lowship.
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Ellsworth said. “It feels better to
talk about what I am feeling.”
“It is costing a bilUon dollars a
day to fight this war...money
that could be used in other
places.” Ellsworth said.
Brad Goans, a meiiiber of the
direct-action group Paranoids for
Peace, said that he is conceimed
about the recent onset of the
ground war in the Persian Gulf.
“This whole war is totally unnecessaiy,” Goans said.
John Patchett, a member of
the activist group Pagans for
Peace, agreed.
“A ground war would be very
bloody and tragic,” Patchett said.
“It would be a highpoint for Sad
dam Hussein.”
Both Paranoids for Peace and
Pagans for Peace are “umbrella”
activist groups related to Passion
for Peace.
Other groups under the
umbrella include Mothers for
Peace and the Central Coast
Peace and Environmental Net
work.

Each group has minor dif
ferences in its opinion towards
the war, but they all agree that
the war is unnecessary.
Toni Flynn, the coordinator of
the homeless project in San Luis
Obispo, became involved with
Passion for Peace after she saw
the relationship between unmet
needs o f the poor and the U.S.
econom y. “Our econom y is
military-based,” said Flynn.
Flynn said he believes that
wars are fought for reasons other
than those that the government
is giving.
“I think it is for greed and
power, and it’s always the poor
that suffer,” she said.
“Being involved in Passion for
Peace is a small way of stating
how I feel about this.” Flynn
said.
Patchett said Pagans for
Peace wants to make San Luis
Obispo residents more conscious
of the world situation.
“We want to bring the com
munity together to demonstrate
support for the troops and op
position to the war,” he said.
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SUMMER JOBS

W o o d s t o c k ’s is mov i ng !
(To the corner of Osos & Higuera streets)

Don^t worry, iVs not a long haul !

21 Dealers
Food & Beverage
Hotel
Casino
Come work and play at Harvey's Resort Hotel Casino in beautiful Lake
Tahoe. Be a part of the winning team!
Employment Representatives will be at Cal Poly's EXPO 91 Job Fair
interviewing for SUMMER and year round job openings Contact the Student
Employment Center to sign up early for an interview or come see us at the
job fair.
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PIZZA

Tuesday, Feb. 26

T W O 12" CHEESE PIZZAS
ONLY $9.99!

(Additional toppings extra each pizza)
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JOB FAIR:

9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

INTERVIEWS:

1:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. and
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

DEALER INTERVIEWS:

8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Come find out about the $300.00 student incentive, the $800 tuition drawing
and many other student programs*
EOE

